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INTRODUCTION

 STAAD.Pro stands for Structural Analysis and Design 
for Professional.

 STAAD.Pro comprehensively addresses all aspects of 
structural engineering – model development, analysis, 
design, visualization, verification etc.

 STAAD.Pro capable to guide user through the process 
of:

 Creating an input file whether graphically or text editor.

 Running Staad.Pro to perform analysis and design

 Visualization and verification of the model graphically and 
numerically

 Printing the output result as desired.



STEPS IN STAAD.Pro

 5 main steps to use this program
 Modelling 
 To obtain and study the given structure 

 Decide the coordinates and node number

 Assigning the load

 Properties

 Analysis and design

 Result

 To design using this program there are two 
methods:
 Graphic Method

 Text Method



GRAPHIC METHOD



GRAPHIC METHOD

 Steps:

Determine axis coordinates of origin

 Set the coordinates

Give the node numbers

Give the members numbers



GRAPHIC METHOD

1. Click GEOMETRY as shown

2. Fill the nodes and beams in the table given



GRAPHIC METHOD

Click icon SYMBOLS AND LABELS on the top of the screen. Tick the node 

numbers, node points, supports, beam, etc. Then click OK.



GRAPHIC METHOD

To insert the load, click to the LOAD icon. Choose NODAL then insert 

the load value. Then click ADD.



GRAPHIC METHOD

To fill the load onto the diagram, click USE CURSOR TO ASSIGN. Then click 

ASSIGNING and drag your mouse to the node point and press the left button 

of your mouse.



EXERCISE 1



EXERCISE 2



TEXT METHOD

 For text method, we will use the STAAD Editor 

instead of icon command. STAAD Editor is 

more likely like AutoCad format. In this method 

we will see the 2D structure such as truss, 

plane and frame.

 At the end of this lecture you will find using 

STAAD Editor is much easier than graphic 

method.



TRUSS



DESCRIPTION

 Joint Coordinates

 Member Incidences



DESCRIPTION

 Support

 16 pinned  shows that the support is located at 
node number 16

 Load

 Load 1 point  shows that there is point load 
node number 1

 Joint Load 1 to 8 FY-10  shows that there are 
point loads from node number 1 until node 
number 8.



TRUSS
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EXAMPLE 1- 3D SPACE
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